Identifying Regular Shapes

Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) \[\text{triangle}\]
2) \[\text{heptagon}\]
3) \[\text{decagon}\]
4) \[\text{hexagon}\]
5) \[\text{quadrilateral}\]
6) \[\text{nonagon}\]
7) \[\text{pentagon}\]
8) \[\text{octagon}\]

Answers

1. ____________
2. ____________
3. ____________
4. ____________
5. ____________
6. ____________
7. ____________
8. ____________
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Identifying Regular Shapes

Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) octagon
2) triangle
3) octagon
4) heptagon
5) quadrilateral
6) pentagon
7) hexagon
8) nonagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) octagon
2) triangle
3) octagon
4) heptagon
5) quadrilateral
6) pentagon
7) hexagon
8) nonagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) heptagon
2) square
3) octagon
4) triangle
5) octagon
6) hexagon
7) pentagon
8) nonagon
Identifying the type of shape shown.

1. heptagon
2. quadrilateral
3. decagon
4. triangle
5. octagon
6. hexagon
7. pentagon
8. nonagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) octagon
2) triangle
3) hexagon
4) nonagon
5) pentagon
6) heptagon
7) quadrilateral
8) decagon

Answers

1. __________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
6. __________
7. __________
8. __________
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) octagon
2) triangle
3) hexagon
4) nonagon
5) pentagon
6) heptagon
7) quadrilateral
8) decagon
Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) \( \triangle \)
2) \( \bigcirc \)
3) \( \bigcirc \)
4) \( \bigcirc \)
5) \( \bigcirc \)
6) \( \bigcirc \)
7) \( \bigcirc \)
8) \( \square \)
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) triangle
2) decagon
3) octagon
4) heptagon
5) hexagon
6) pentagon
7) nonagon
8) quadrilateral
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) Octagon
2) Octagon
3) Octagon
4) Triangle
5) Pentagon
6) Quadrilateral
7) Decagon
8) Hexagon

Answers

1. ___________
2. ___________
3. ___________
4. ___________
5. ___________
6. ___________
7. ___________
8. ___________
Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) octagon
2) heptagon
3) nonagon
4) triangle
5) pentagon
6) quadrilateral
7) decagon
8) hexagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) pentagon
2) octagon
3) hexagon
4) triangle
5) heptagon
6) quadrilateral
7) decagon
8) nonagon

Answers

1. ____________
2. ____________
3. ____________
4. ____________
5. ____________
6. ____________
7. ____________
8. ____________
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) pentagon
2) decagon
3) octagon
4) heptagon
5) hexagon
6) triangle
7) quadrilateral
8) nonagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1. decagon
2. quadrilateral
3. pentagon
4. triangle
5. nonagon
6. hexagon
7. octagon
8. heptagon

Answers

1. ________________
2. ________________
3. ________________
4. ________________
5. ________________
6. ________________
7. ________________
8. ________________
Identifying Regular Shapes

Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) decagon
2) quadrilateral
3) pentagon
4) triangle
5) nonagon
6) hexagon
7) octagon
8) heptagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1. triangle
2. octagon
3. nonagon
4. heptagon
5. octagon
6. pentagon
7. quadrilateral
8. hexagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1) triangle
2) decagon
3) nonagon
4) heptagon
5) octagon
6) pentagon
7) quadrilateral
8) hexagon
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Identifying the type of shape shown.

1. octagon
2. quadrilateral
3. hexagon
4. nonagon
5. triangle
6. heptagon
7. pentagon
8. decagon
Identifying the type of shape shown.

1. octagon
2. quadrilateral
3. hexagon
4. nonagon
5. triangle
6. heptagon
7. pentagon
8. decagon